
 
 

Lesson 19 - 81 

 

The Revelation of Jesus 
Lesson 19 

 
 

A. Introduction “Worship the Creator” – The first angel’s message:  Rev. 14:6-7 (1815)  
 

B. The Word of God:  Rev. 19:11-16 (1822); Jn. 1:13; 10; 14 (1546) 
 
C. Is Jesus listed in the scriptures as being the Creator?  Note the following verses: 

 
1. Jn. 1:1-3, 10, 14 (1546) 
2. Jn. 17:5 (1580) 
3. Eph. 3:9 (1716) 
4. Col. 1:16 (1729) 
5. Heb. 1:2 (1757) 
6. Jn. 8:56-59 (1564) and Ex. 3:14 (90) 
7. Neh. 9:6-15 (790) and 1 Cor. 10:1-4 (1679) 
8. James 4:12 (1778) and Acts 4:12 (1596) 
 
CONCLUSION: Jesus Is the Creator and Redeemer!  The One who in Gen. 1:1 (1) and Psm. 33:6, 9 (880) 

created the world. 
 

D. Three main views about creation 
 
1.  The Evolution theory  
 
2. The Biblical account:  Creation by God in 6 literal days 
 
3. Theistic evolution:  The doctrine that says yes, God did create, but he did it in an evolutionary way.  In 

this theory each day of creation was 1000 years long. It is a mixture of evolution and Biblical creation.  
This doctrine springs from a misunderstanding of 2 Pet. 3:8. In Psm. 33:6, 9 (880) and Gen. 1, it 
clearly refutes this mixture of truth and error. 

 
Note: Truth can stand Investigation, error cannot. If a doctrine or belief is false the more you investigate it 

the more it contradicts itself and the more it begins to fall apart.  Let’s look at Gen. 1 (1) and see if we can tell 
how long each day of creation was. The doctrine of theistic evolution says each day was 1000 years long. Note 
the following contradictions with that view: 

 
E. Four ways to know for sure how long each day of creation was. 
 

1. Each day of creation had 2 parts, “the evening and the morning” Gen. 1:5 (1).  If each day was 1000 
years long that would mean 500 years of darkness and then 500 years of darkness for each day.  
Everything would die with 500 years of darkness because everything needs light to survive. 

 
2. If the plant life was created on the third day (Gen. 1:11-13) and Insects weren’t created until the 5th 

day (Gen. 1:20-23), then the plants had to survive 2,000 years without pollination. 
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3.  If Adam lived through only one day he would have been 1000 years old. We don’t know how long he 
and Eve lived in the Garden before they sinned and had to leave but we do know Adam was 930 
years old when he died and that contradicts the theistic evolution theory. (Gen. 5:5) 

 
4.  Although the Hebrew word for day is “YOM” and is translated many different ways in the Hebrew 

Scriptures, as illustrated below, it ALWAYS equals a 24 hour period of time whenever the Hebrew 
word “YOM” is connected with a number. That is why the days of creation in the Bible are listed as 
the evening and the morning of the 1st day, 2nd day etc.  No exceptions! It is just as the Psalmist says 
in Psm. 33:6, 9 (880), “By the word of the Lord were the heavens made and all the host of them by 
the breath of his mouth. For he spoke and it was, He commanded and it stood fast.” 

 
1181 times as day 10 times as continually 
67 times as time 6  times as age 
30 times as today 4  times as life 
18 times as forever 2  times as perpetually 
 

Conclusion: There is still power in his Word to change lives instantly and to create a new creature out of 
nothing good. Jesus is still the Creator and the Redeemer of mankind. Rev. 14:6,7 is a message of going back to 
worshipping and honoring the Creator and Redeemer of mankind which many in the world do not want to 
recognize 2 Pet. 3:5 (1789).  Sadly enough, Satan has succeeded in getting this compromised view of Theistic 
evolution into many Christian’s set of beliefs. The book of Revelation calls us back to the true belief of 
worshipping Jesus as the Creator. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Review 
 

1. Part of the first angel’s message in Revelation 14:6-7 is a message that tells us to go back to the worship of 
the Creator.            T F 

 
2. When the Bible says, “the Word became flesh”, it means that Jesus and the Bible are going to teach the 

same thing and if we follow the Bible we are following Jesus.    T F 
 
3.  Who is listed in the Bible as being the Creator? ___________________________________ 
 
4.  According to the Bible the Ten Commandments were written by the finger of Jesus.  T F 
 
5.  The 7 days of creation were literally seven 24 hour days.     T F 

 
 
 


